Newborn infants detect the beat in music
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To shed light on how humans can learn to understand music, we
need to discover what the perceptual capabilities with which
infants are born. Beat induction, the detection of a regular pulse in
an auditory signal, is considered a fundamental human trait that,
arguably, played a decisive role in the origin of music. Theorists are
divided on the issue whether this ability is innate or learned. We
show that newborn infants develop expectation for the onset of
rhythmic cycles (the downbeat), even when it is not marked by
stress or other distinguishing spectral features. Omitting the
downbeat elicits brain activity associated with violating sensory
expectations. Thus, our results strongly support the view that beat
perception is innate.
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usic is present in some form in all human cultures.
Sensitivity to various elements of music appears quite
early on in infancy (1, 2–4), with understanding and appreciation
of music emerging later through interaction between developing
perceptual capabilities and cultural influence. Whereas there is
already some information regarding spectral processing abilities
of newborn infants (5, 6), little is known about how they process
rhythm. The ability to sense beat (a regular pulse in an auditory
signal; termed ‘‘tactus’’ in music theory; 7, 8) helps individuals
to synchronize their movements with each other, such as necessary for dancing or producing music together. Although beat
induction would be very difficult to assess in newborns using
behavioral techniques, it is possible to measure electrical brain
responses to sounds (auditory event related brain potentials,
ERP), even in sleeping babies. In adults, infrequently violating
some regular feature of a sound sequence evokes a discriminative
brain response termed the mismatch negativity (MMN) (9, 10).
Similar responses are elicited in newborns (11) by changes in
primary sound features (e.g., the pitch of a repeating tone) and
by violations of higher-order properties of the sequence, such as
the direction of pitch change within tone pairs (ascending or
descending) that are varying in the starting pitch (12). Newborns
may even form crude sound categories while listening to a sound
sequence (13): an additional discriminative ERP response is
elicited when a harmonic tone is occasionally presented among
noise segments or vice versa, suggesting a distinction between
harmonic and complex sounds.
Neonates are also sensitive to temporal stimulus parameters
[e.g., sound duration (14)] and to the higher-order temporal
structure of a sound sequence [such as detecting periodical
repetition of a sound pattern (15)]. Because the MMN is elicited
by deviations from expectations (16), it is especially appropriate
for testing beat induction. One of the most salient perceptual
effects of beat induction is a strong expectation of an event at the
first position of a musical unit, i.e., the ‘‘downbeat’’ (17).
Therefore, occasionally omitting the downbeat in a sound sequence composed predominantly of strictly metrical (regular or
‘‘nonsyncopated’’) variants of the same rhythm should elicit
discriminative ERP responses if the infants extracted the beat of
the sequence.
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0809035106

Results and Discussion of the Neonate Experiment
We presented 14 healthy sleeping neonates with sound sequences based on a typical 2-measure rock drum accompaniment pattern (S1) composed of snare, bass and hi-hat spanning
8 equally spaced (isochronous) positions (Fig. 1 A and B). Four
further variants of the S1 pattern (S2–S4 and D) (Fig. 1 C–F)
were created by omitting sounds in different positions. The
omissions in S2, S3, and S4 do not break the rhythm when
presented in random sequences of S1–S4 linked together, because the omitted sounds are at the lowest level of the metrical
hierarchy of this rhythm (Fig. 1 A) and, therefore, perceptually
less salient (7). The 4 strictly metrical sound patterns (S1–S4;
standard) made up the majority of the patterns in the sequences.
Occasionally, the D pattern (Fig. 1F, deviant) was delivered in
which the downbeat was omitted. Adults perceive the D pattern
within the context of a sequence composed of S1–S4 as if the
rhythm was broken, stumbled, or became strongly syncopated for
a moment (18) (Sound File S1). A control sequence repeating
the D pattern 100% of the time was also delivered (‘‘deviantcontrol’’).
Fig. 2 shows that the electrical brain responses elicited by the
standard (only S2–S4; see Methods) and deviant-control patterns
are very similar to each other, whereas the deviant stimulus
response obtained in the main test sequence differs from them.
The deviant minus deviant-control difference waveform has 2
negative waves peaking at 200 and 316 ms followed by a positive
wave peaking at 428 ms. The difference between the deviant and
the other 2 responses was significant in 40-ms-long latency
ranges centered on the early negative and the late positive
difference peaks (see Table 1 for the mean amplitudes) as shown
by dependent measures ANOVAs with the factors of Stimulus
(Standard vs. Deviant control vs. Deviant) ⫻ Electrode (C3 vs.
Cz vs. C4). The Stimulus factor had a significant effect on both
peaks (for the early negative waveform: F[2,26] ⫽ 3.77, P ⬍ 0.05,
with the Greenhouse-Geisser correction factor  ⫽ 0.85 and the
effect size 2 ⫽ 0.22; for the positive waveform: F[2,26] ⫽ 8.26,
P ⬍ 0.01,  ⫽ 0.97, 2 ⫽ 0.39). No other main effects or
interactions reached significance. Posthoc Tukey HSD pairwise
comparisons showed significant differences between the deviant
and the deviant-control responses in both latency ranges (with
df ⫽ 26, P ⬍ 0.05 and 0.01 for the early negative and the late
positive waveforms, respectively) and for the positive waveform,
between the deviant and the standard response (df ⫽ 26, P ⬍
0.01). No significant differences were found between the standard and the deviant control responses.
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gether requires the formation of a sufficiently detailed representation of the whole base pattern in the neonate brain. In
contrast, beat detection requires only that the length of the full
cycle and its onset are represented in the brain. It is possible that
neonates form a detailed representation of the base pattern. This
would allow them not only to sense the beat, but also to build a
hierarchically ordered representation of the rhythm (meter
induction), as was found for adults (18). This exciting possibility
is an issue for further research.
Another alternative interpretation of the results suggests that
newborn infants track the probabilities of the succession of
sound events (e.g., the probability that the hi-hat and bass sound
event is followed by a hi-hat sound alone). However, in this case,
some of the standard patterns (e.g., S2) should also elicit a
discriminative response, because the omission has a low conditional probability (e.g., the probability that the hi-hat and bass
sound event is followed by an omission, as it occurs in S2, is 0.078
within the whole sequence).
Finally, it is also possible that newborn infants segregated the
sounds delivered by the 3 instruments, creating separate expectations for each of them. This explanation receives support from
our previous results showing that newborn infants segregate
tones of widely differing pitches into separate sound streams (6).
If this was the case, omission of the bass sound could have
resulted in the observed ERP differences without beat being
induced. To test this alternative, we presented the test and the
control sequences of the neonate experiment to adults, silencing
the hi-hat and snare sounds. All stimulation parameters, including the timing of the bass sounds and the probability of omissions
(separately for the test and the control sequences) were identical
to the neonate experiment.
Fig. 1.

Schematic diagram of the rhythmic stimulus patterns.

Results showed that newborn infants detected occasional
omissions at the 1st (downbeat) position of the rhythmic pattern,
but, whereas the S2–S4 patterns omitted only a single sound (the
hi-hat), the D pattern omitted 2 sounds (hi-hat and bass). The
double omission could have been more salient than the single
sound omissions, thus eliciting a response irrespective of beat
induction. However, the omission in D could only be identified
as a double omission if the neonate auditory system expected
both the bass and the hi-hat sound at the given moment of time.
Because bass and hi-hat cooccurs at 3 points in the base pattern
(see Fig. 1B), knowing when they should be encountered to-

Results and Discussion of the Adult Control Experiment
Fig. 3 shows that the ERP responses elicited by the deviant and
the control patterns are highly similar to each other. Taking the
peaks where the central (C3, Cz, and C4 electrodes) deviantminus-control difference was largest (132 and 296 ms) within the
latency range in which discriminative ERP responses are found
in adults, we conducted ANOVAs of similar structure as was
done for the neonate measurements [dependent measures factors of Stimulus (Deviant control vs. Deviant) ⫻ Electrode (C3
vs. Cz vs. C4); standard patterns could not be used, because they
contained no omission in the bass sequence]. We found no
significant main effect of Stimulus or interaction between the
Stimulus and the Electrode factor (P ⬎ 0.2 for all tests). The only
significant effect found was that of Electrode for the later latency
range (F[2,24] ⫽ 7.30, P ⬍ 0.01,  ⫽ 0.75, 2 ⫽ 0.38) However,

Fig. 2. Group averaged (n ⫽ 14) electrical brain responses elicited by rhythmic sound patterns in neonates. Responses to standard (average of S2, S3, and S4;
dotted line), deviant (D; solid line), and deviant-control patterns (D patterns appearing in the repetitive control stimulus block; dashed line) are aligned at the
onset of the omitted sound (compared with the full pattern: S1) and shown from 200 ms before to 600 ms after the omission. Gray-shaded areas mark the time
ranges with significant differences between the deviant and the other ERP responses.
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Table 1. Group averaged (n ⴝ 14) mean ERP amplitudes
Amplitude, V
180–220 ms interval
Group
Deviant
Deviant-control
Standard

408–448 ms interval

C3

Cz

C4

C3

Cz

C4

⫺0.50 (0.19)
0.14 (0.13)
⫺0.03 (0.09)

⫺0.30 (0.22)
0.06 (0.16)
⫺0.06 (0.12)

⫺0.41 (0.27)
0.18 (0.25)
⫺0.11 (0.09)

0.38 (0.17)
⫺0.10 (0.13)
⫺0.02 (0.09)

0.67 (0.13)
⫺0.06 (0.16)
⫺0.12 (0.12)

0.67 (0.27)
⫺0.18 (0.15)
⫺0.16 (0.13)

because this effect does not include the Stimulus factor, it is not
the sign of a response distinguishing the deviant from the control
response.
Thus, in adults, omission of the position-1 bass sound does not
result in the elicitation of discriminative ERP responses in the
absence of the rhythmic context. This result is compatible with
those of previous studies showing that stimulus omissions (without a rhythmic structure) only elicit deviance-related responses
at very fast presentation rates (⬍170-ms onset-to-onset intervals;
see ref. 19). In our stimulus sequences, the omitted bass sound
was separated by longer intervals from its neighbors. It should be
noted that adult participants elicited the MMN discriminative
ERP response, when they received the full stimulus sequence (all
3 instruments) as presented to newborn babies in the neonate
experiment (18).
Discussion
These results demonstrate that violating the beat of a rhythmic
sound sequence is detected by the brain of newborn infants. In
support of this conclusion we showed that the sound pattern with
omission at the downbeat position elicited discriminative electrical brain responses when it was delivered infrequently within
the context of a strictly metrical rhythmic sequence. These
responses were not elicited by the D pattern per se: When the D
pattern was delivered in a repetitive sequence of its own, the
brain response to it did not differ from that elicited by the
standards. Neither were discriminative responses simply the
result of detecting omissions in the rhythmic pattern. Omissions
occurring in non-salient positions elicited no discriminative
responses (see the response to the standards in Fig. 2). Furthermore, the discriminative ERP response elicited by the D pattern
was not caused by separate representations formed for the 3
instruments: only omissions of the downbeat within the rhythmic
context elicit this response.

So it appears that the capability of detecting beat in rhythmic
sound sequences is already functional at birth. Several authors
consider beat perception to be acquired during the first year of
life (2–4), suggesting that being rocked to music by their parents
is the most important factor. At the age of 7 months, infants have
been shown to discriminate different rhythms (2, 3). These
results were attributed to sensitivity to rhythmic variability,
rather than to perceptual judgments making use of induced beat.
Our results show that although learning by movement is probably
important, the newborn auditory system is apparently sensitive
to periodicities and develops expectations about when a new
cycle should start (i.e., when the downbeat should occur).
Therefore, although auditory perceptual learning starts already
in the womb (20, 21), our results are fully compatible with the
notion that the perception of beat is innate. In the current
experiment, the beat was extracted from a sequence comprised
of 4 different variants of the same rhythmic structure. This shows
that newborns detect regular features in the acoustic environment despite variance (12) and they possess both spectral and
temporal processing prerequisites of music perception.
Many questions arise as a result of this work. Does neonate
sensitivity to important musical features mean that music carries
some evolutionary advantage? If so, are the processing algorithms necessary for music perception part of our genetic
heritage? One should note that the auditory processing capabilities found in newborn babies are also useful in auditory
communication. The ability to extract melodic contours at
different levels of absolute pitch is necessary to process prosody.
Sensing higher-order periodicities of sound sequences is similarly needed for adapting to different speech rhythms e.g.,
finding the right time to reply or interject in a conversation (22).
Temporal coordination is essential for effective communication.
When it breaks down, understanding and cooperation between
partners is seriously hampered. Therefore, even if beat induction

Fig. 3. Group averaged (n ⫽ 13) electrical brain responses elicited by the bass sound patterns in adults. Responses to deviant (D; solid line), and deviant-control
patterns (D patterns appearing in the repetitive control stimulus block; dashed line) are aligned at the onset of the omitted bass sound (compared with the
standard patterns: S1–S4) and shown from 200 ms before to 600 ms after the omission. Gray-shaded areas mark the time ranges in which amplitudes were
measured.
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SEM values are shown in parentheses.

is an innate capability, the origin and evolutionary role of music
remains an issue for further research.
Methods
Neonate Experiment. Sound sequences were delivered to 14 healthy full term
newborn infants of 37– 40 weeks gestational age (3 female, birth weight
2650 –3960 g, APGAR score 9/10) on day 2 or 3 post partum while the electroencephalogram was recorded from scalp electrodes. The study was approved
by the Ethics Committee of the Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary.
Informed consent was obtained from one or both parents. The mother of the
infant was present during the recording.
The experimental session included 5 test sequences, each comprising 276
standard (S1–S4; Fig. 1) and 30 deviant (D) patterns and a control sequence in
which the D pattern (termed deviant-control) was repeated 306 times. The
control stimulus block was presented at a randomly chosen position among
the test stimulus blocks. In the test sequences, S1–S4 appeared with equal
probability, 22.5%, each, with the D pattern making up the remaining 10%.
This is a prerequisite of the deviance detection method, which requires
deviations to be infrequent within the sequence (9). The order of the 5
patterns was pseudorandomized, enforcing at least 3 standard patterns between successive D patterns. The onset-to-onset interval between successive
sounds was 150 ms with 75-ms onset-to-offset interval (75-ms sound duration).
Patterns in the sequence were delivered without breaks. Loudness of the
sounds was normalized so that all stimuli (including the downbeat) had the
same loudness.
EEG was recorded with Ag-AgCl electrodes at locations C3, Cz, and C4 of
the international 10 –20 system with the common reference electrode
attached to the tip of the nose. Signals were off-line filtered between 1 and
16 Hz. Epochs starting 600 ms before and ending 600 ms after the time of
the omission in the sound patterns (compared with the S1 pattern) were
extracted from the continuous EEG record. Epochs with the highest voltage
change outside the 0.1–100 V range on any EEG channel or on the
electrooculogram (measured between electrodes placed below the left
and above right eye) were discarded from the analysis. Epochs were
baseline corrected by the average voltage during the entire epoch and
averaged across different sleep stages, whose distribution did not differ
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between the test and the control stimulus blocks. Responses to the S2–S4
patterns were averaged together, aligned at the point of omission (termed
‘‘Standard’’). Responses were averaged for the D pattern separately for the
ones recorded in the main test and those in the control sequences (Deviant
and Deviant-control responses, respectively). For assessing the elicitation
of differential ERP responses, peaks observed on the group-average difference waveforms between the deviant and deviant-control responses
were selected. For robust measurements, 40-ms-long windows were centered on the selected peaks. Amplitude measurements were submitted to
ANOVA tests (see the structure in Results and Discussion of the Neonate
Experiment). Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied. The correction
factor and the effect size (partial eta-square) is reported. Tukey HSD
pairwise posthoc comparisons were used. All significant results are discussed.
Adult Experiment. Fourteen healthy young adults (7 female, 18 –26 years of
age, mean: 21.07) participated in the experiment for modest financial compensation. Participants gave informed consent after the procedures and aims
of the experiments were explained to them. The study was approved by the
Ethical Committee of the Institute for Psychology, Hungarian Academy of
Sciences. All participants had frequency thresholds not ⬎20 dB SPL in the
250-4000 Hz range and no threshold difference exceeding 10 dB between the
2 ears (assessed with a Mediroll, SA-5 audiometer). Participants watched a
silenced subtitled movie during the EEG recordings. One participant’s data
were rejected from the analyses due to excessive electrical artifacts.
All parameters of the stimulation, EEG recording, and data analysis were
identical to the neonate study except that hi-hat and snare sounds were
removed from the stimulus patterns without changing the timing of the
remaining sounds.
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